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(54) METHOD, SYSTEM, AND SERVER FOR REDUCING NOISE IN A WORKSPACE

(57) The present invention relates to a method for
reducing noise in a workspace comprising a plurality of
terminals (4) connected to a server (6) via a communi-
cation network (8), the method comprising the steps of
detecting a noise level present at at least one of the plu-
rality of terminals (4), which is above a predetermined
threshold value; identifying the at least one terminal (4)
at which the noise level above the predetermined thresh-

old has been detected; and initiating a measure for re-
ducing the noise level, wherein detecting the noise level
is achieved through monitoring noise emitted from or in
the vicinity of the respective terminals (4) of the plurality
of terminals, by recording means (10) assigned to the
respective terminals (4) of the plurality of terminals. The
present invention further relates to a system for carrying
out the method as well as to a server.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a method for
reducing noise in a workspace, a system for carrying out
the method, as well as a server.
[0002] Open space workplaces are widely known in
business environments. In such open space workplaces,
rather than providing small individual private offices, a
floor plan making use of a large, open space is imple-
mented in which a number of people have their desktops
for doing their work.
[0003] While, on the one hand, the above concept of
an open space workplace may have certain advantages,
like for example, inspiring collaboration or research, they
also involve various disadvantages for the employees.
For example, visual privacy, sound privacy, and the
sound level are typical problems regarding open-plan of-
fices.
[0004] Especially when having to perform a task which
requires a high level of concentration, noise is a severe
problem and may even entail a person making mistakes
when subject to a high noise or sound level.
[0005] The same problem with respect to noise may
arise regarding conferences. Especially video or audio
conferences with people not being collocated may be
problematic, when noise is emitted from a person or
his/her terminal he or she is using for participating in the
conference. Due to different locations of the participants,
it might not be easy to locate the person or terminal emit-
ting sounds or noise disturbing the conference.
[0006] Therefore, the present invention is based on the
object of providing a method and a system for reducing
noise in a workspace which enables the detection and
removal of a disturbing noise or sound source.
[0007] According to the invention, this problem is
solved by a method for reducing noise having the features
according to claim 1, a system for carrying out the method
having the features according to claim 14, and a server
having the features according to claim 15.
[0008] Thus, according to the invention, a method for
reducing noise in a workspace comprising a plurality of
terminals connected to a server via a communication net-
work is provided, the method comprising the steps of
detecting a noise level present at at least one of the plu-
rality of terminals, which is above a predetermined
threshold value; identifying the at least one terminal at
which the noise level above the predetermined threshold
has been detected; and initiating a measure for reducing
the noise level, wherein detecting the noise level is
achieved through monitoring noise emitted from or in the
vicinity of the respective terminals of the plurality of ter-
minals, by recording means assigned to the respective
terminals of the plurality of terminals.
[0009] By the inventive method, if during a conference
with a certain number of participants which are not col-
located, or in an open space workplace in which a plurality
of people are working, a noise or sound source emanat-
ing from one of the participants, employees, or even from

their terminal devices is disturbing the work of the others,
then the noise or sound source may be detected imme-
diately, either automatically or triggered by a disturbed
participant or employee, it will be identified, and then
eventually eliminated, for example, by either muting a
terminal device or by indicating, to the disturbing employ-
ee, that he or she is too loud for the others and therefore
should be more silent so that the others are able to con-
centrate on their work, or in a conference, to listen to the
content of the conversation.
[0010] According to a preferred embodiment, the work-
space is given by the plurality of terminals being located
in one common office room, or wherein the workspace
is a virtual workspace defined by at least some of the
terminals of the plurality of terminals being located in dif-
ferent locations.
[0011] According to another preferred embodiment,
the terminals of the plurality of terminals are computer
devices, handheld devices, in particular, mobile phone
devices, or stationary telephone devices.
[0012] Preferably, the step of detecting the noise level
is started, when a user of the at least one terminal is
logged into the communication network.
[0013] Further, the step of monitoring may comprise a
step of recording the noise for a predetermined period of
time, after it has been detected that the noise level is
above the predetermined threshold value.
[0014] Moreover, it is advantageous, if the step of iden-
tifying the at least one terminal further comprises a step
of sending a notification to the server comprising infor-
mation on the recording of noise from the at least one
terminal.
[0015] According to still another preferred embodi-
ment, the recording means for carrying out the detection
is a microphone respectively associated with or integrat-
ed into each terminal of the plurality of terminals.
[0016] The monitored noise may be noise, in particular,
sound or background noise, emitted from a user of a re-
spective terminal of the plurality of terminals or in the
vicinity of the user, and/or the monitored noise is noise
emitted from the monitored terminal itself, in particular,
from backcoupling effects.
[0017] Preferably, the step of initiating measures for
reducing the noise level includes at least one of

- automatically muting the at least one terminal iden-
tified in the identifying step;

- sending a notification to the terminal identified in the
identifying step that a predetermined noise level is
exceeded and is to be reduced; and

- pressing a button, in particular, a button on a key-
board of a terminal of the plurality of terminals, which
indicates, at the terminal identified in the identifying
step that a predetermined noise level is exceeded
and is to be reduced.

[0018] According to another preferred embodiment,
the server collects noise level data of all terminals of the
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plurality of terminals which are logged into the commu-
nication network as sample data.
[0019] The method may further comprise providing a
button on each terminal of the plurality of terminals which,
when activated, triggers the step of detecting the noise
level at the other terminals of the plurality of terminals,
wherein when the button is activated at at least one ter-
minal of the plurality of terminals, the method further com-
prises a step of transmitting a location identification from
that terminal.
[0020] Also, it is advantageous, if the step of monitoring
further comprises a step of analyzing the noise levels at
or in the vicinity of the terminals of the plurality of termi-
nals, wherein the analyzing step comprises the step of
carrying out a spectrum analysis of background noise at
the terminal, at which the step of detecting the noise level
has been triggered.
[0021] According to still another preferred embodi-
ment, he predetermined threshold value is based on a
configurable percentage above an average noise level
of a period of time detected and monitored over a previ-
ous period of time.
[0022] Preferably, the server in the virtual workspace
comprises an application for performing an Internet-
based video and/or audio conference with a plurality of
participants using terminals which are not collocated.
[0023] Moreover, according to the present invention,
a system for carrying out the method is provided, wherein
the system comprises a plurality of terminals connectable
to a server via a communication network, and further
comprises

- detection means for detecting a noise level at at least
one of the plurality of terminals, which is above a
predetermined threshold value;

- identification means for identifying the at least one
terminal at which an increased noise level has been
detected;

- initiation means for initiating measures for reducing
the noise level, and

- monitoring means for continuously monitoring noise
emitted from or in the vicinity of the respective ter-
minals of the plurality of terminals by recording
means assigned to the respective terminals of the
plurality of terminals.

[0024] Further, according to the present invention, a
server is provided to which a plurality of terminals are
connectable via a communication network, the server be-
ing adapted for

- controlling means for controlling the plurality of ter-
minals to detect noise level which is above a prede-
termined threshold value;

- identification means for identifying the at least one
terminal at which an increased noise level has been
detected;

- initiation means for initiating measures for reducing

the noise level, and
- monitoring means for continuously monitoring noise

emitted from or in the vicinity of the respective ter-
minals of the plurality of terminals by recording
means assigned to the respective terminals of the
plurality of terminals.

[0025] The system and server according to the present
invention provide the advantages mentioned above.
[0026] In summary, a disturbing terminal may be muted
automatically so as to prevent further noise being emit-
ted, or a person may be asked for silence by a corre-
sponding indication so that other employees are able to
concentrate on their work or, in a conference, to listen to
the content of the conversation.
[0027] The invention and embodiments thereof are de-
scribed in connection with the drawing.

Fig. 1 schematically illustrates an open work space
environment;

Fig. 2 schematically illustrates a communication and
collaboration platform;

Fig. 3 shows a flowchart illustrating an embodiment
of the method for reducing noise; and

Fig. 4 shows a flowchart illustrating a further embod-
iment of the method for reducing noise.

[0028] Fig. 1 schematically illustrates an open work
space environment 1, which in this embodiment is an
office with an open plan in which a plurality of people 2
or employees, in the following referred to as users 2, are
working at respective individual desks 3 respectively
equipped with a terminal 4. A terminal 4 may be a com-
puter device which is connectable to a communication
network, a telephone device or the like. The terminal 4
is equipped with a recording device for recording (or pick-
ing-up) sound or noise, which may be a microphone 10
integrated into the terminal or a separate microphone
located nearby the terminal, for example, on the desk 3
on which the terminal 4 is placed. As can be seen, not
all desks 3 are occupied. At the desks which are occu-
pied, the user 2 as he or she starts his work logs into the
enterprises’ communication and collaboration system 9
thereby connecting the terminal 4 to a server 6 of the
system via a communication network 8. It is noted that
also, for example, a library in which a plurality of users 2
are reading books at monitors of designated terminals 4
is conceivable as such an open work space environment
1.
[0029] Fig. 2 schematically illustrates an internet-
based communication and collaboration platform 5 for
performing, for example, an audio or video conference
with a plurality of participants who are not collocated.
This figure only is supposed to show the basic principle
of the concept of performing a remote video or audio
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conference; therefore, the components and the specific
procedure are not described in further detail, but they are
commonly known.
[0030] Thus, the communication and collaboration
platform 5 basically comprises a communication server
6 on which a communication and collaboration applica-
tion runs, and a plurality of clients 7 which are connected
or connectable to the communication server 6 via a com-
munication network 8 like the Internet. For example, a
participant who wants to participate in a video or audio
conference remotely, in the following also referred to as
user 2, then logs into or connects to the server 6 with an
appropriate terminal 4 or device, as for example, a mobile
phone equipped with the required means. As soon as
the connection is established and the connection of other
participants or users 2 has been established, the latter
will be able to communicate on a specific topic remotely.
[0031] Fig. 3 shows a flowchart illustrating an embod-
iment of the method for reducing noise. This example
refers to an open space workplace 1, as illustrated sche-
matically in Fig. 1. In this scenario, a plurality of users 2
is working in a common office, whereby one of the users
2 starts talking loudly on the phone or to a colleague so
that the at least one other user 2 is disturbed and no
longer is able to concentrate on his or her work. Depend-
ing on the noise or sound which is emitted from this noise
source, also more than one user 2 might feel disturbed.
In any case, the situation requires to find the noise source
and eliminate it, for example, by asking the respective
user 2 for silence.
[0032] In this scenario, therefore, a number terminals
4, as computers or handheld devices, as mobile phones,
are connectable to an enterprise network as outlined with
respect to Fig. 1. A user 2 when he or she starts his or
her work logs into the enterprise system 9 so that a con-
nection is established via the network 8 from the terminal
4 to the server 6, and his or her presence at a respective
terminal 4 is noted and may be identified, for example,
for the time of the working session. The open space work-
place also is assumed to be configured such that the
users 2 may talk on the phone while doing their work
speaking with a normal volume without disturbing the oth-
er users 2 in the office as long as there is no other sig-
nificant external or internal noise or sound present.
[0033] However, as mentioned above, in this scenario
it is assumed that one user 2 starts causing noise inside
the open space office. The general procedure is de-
scribed below.
[0034] In this embodiment, every terminal 4 in which a
user 2 has logged in, in the following referred to as an
active terminal, is equipped so as to monitor a local noise
average, for example, by means of a microphone inte-
grated into the terminal 4 or a separate microphone lo-
cated in the vicinity of the terminal 4, for a predetermined
period of time, as for example for 10 seconds or 60 sec-
onds or any period of time which is suitable. This period
of time for monitoring the noise average for all terminals
4 starts at the same time whereby audio samples are

collected for every active terminal 4 in the office. If it is
detected, however, that the noise or sound at one of the
active terminals 4 exceeds a certain predetermined
threshold value which in this embodiment is a dynamic
threshold, the noise at the terminal 4 will be recorded
whereby only the last seconds, for example, the last 5
seconds or another appropriate value which may be pre-
set, of the audio sample are kept. Then, the server 6 of
the enterprises’ system 9 will be notified that a specific
terminal 4 is above the threshold value and, thus, emits
disturbing sounds or noise. The expression of a specific
terminal 4 emitting noise or sound also encompasses
noise or sound of the user 2 working at the specific ter-
minal 4, or even sound or noise emitted by user 2 standing
nearby or in the immediate vicinity of that terminal 4. With
the notification concerning the detection of disturbing
noise or sound, also specific terminal 4 will be identified
to the server 6, for example, by sending a location iden-
tifier from the terminal 4 to the server 6. It is noted that
in this embodiment, the average noise mentioned above
is measured in decibel per hour (db/h).
[0035] As soon as the server 6 receives the above in-
formation, it will transmit a notification to that specific ter-
minal 4 comprising, for example, a message asking for
silence. If it has been detected that not only one specific
terminal 4 is emitting disturbing noise or sound, but also
a second terminal 4 or more, then the same procedure
applies and the users 2 of these terminals 4 are informed
accordingly.
[0036] The above procedure may be performed auto-
matically or may be triggered, in an embodiment, by one
of the users 2. In this case, a user 2 who feels disturbed
by noise or sounds of other users 2 in the same room or
open space workplace environment 1, presses a button
provided for example, on a keyboard or an icon on a
monitor the like at the terminal 4. This button is referred
to an "ask-for-silence"-button (AFS button). Upon press-
ing the AFS button, the server 6 will start downloading
sample data from all users of a list. The list may comprise,
for example, all users 2 who have logged into the system.
The list itself may, for example, be held in a storage of
the server 6.
[0037] As soon as the server 6 has collected all noise
samples, as described above, it will start the following
procedure, shown in the figure. Namely, then, the back-
ground noise from the user 2 who pressed the AFS button
will be spectrum analyzed and will be compared with all
other foreground samples monitored and collected at the
other terminals 4 comprised in the list. From the list of
sample data, all matching samples are selected and the
one with the maximum value for noise in db/h (meaning
the sample with maximum background noise) will be de-
termined to be the disturbing terminal 4. Then, the user
2 of the disturbing terminal 4 is notified, thereby, asking
him for silence so as to reduce noise.
[0038] If, however, a user 2 or his terminal 4, respec-
tively, is notified and asked for silence who, in fact, is not
the one emitting disturbing noise or sounds, then a further
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button may be provided, for example, as an icon on a
monitor or on a keyboard or the like, which indicates that
this user 2 is not emitting disturbing noise. This button is
referred to an "Its-not-me"-button (INM button). If this but-
ton is pressed by a user 2 and a corresponding notifica-
tion is sent to the server 6, then the server 6 will continue
to notify a user 2 from in the rest of users on the list with
the next or second maximum background noise.
[0039] If all users 2 in the open space workplace envi-
ronment 1 connected to the server 6 press the INM but-
ton, then the server 6 will send a second notification ask-
ing for silence to the user 2 notified first in the procedure,
whereby the INM button will be deactivated or will not be
enabled. In such a case, even if this user 2 is not creating
the noise himself, for example, in a scenario in which
other people standing right next to his terminal 4 are talk-
ing loud, he is reminded that there is excessive noise in
his environment so that he or she should be responsible
for stopping it.
[0040] It is noted that disturbing noise - although due
to the perception of an individual being a relative value -
in the embodiment is defined as a noise level comprising
for example, noise and sounds, above a certain prede-
termined threshold value. The threshold value here is a
configurable percentage above the average noise level
of the previous hour in the room or open space workplace
environment 1, comprising noise and sound like cars
passing by outside of the room, noise from an air condi-
tioning system, speech, backcoupling effects or the like.
It further is noted that the human brain is able to cope
with noise of a medium intensity, and after a while will
filter this noise out. For example, some sounds or kind
of noise might be disturbing in the morning, but in the
afternoon, the same sounds or noise might not be per-
ceived as disturbing any more.
[0041] According to a further embodiment, in which for
example, handheld and mobile devices are excluded as
terminals 4, the relative distance from one terminal 4 to
another one or to all other ones is known. In this embod-
iment, the terminals 4 are referred to as endpoints. Thus,
if there is a number of N endpoints, a matrix of (N * (N-
1)) / 2 distances is obtained (expressed in meters, steps,
inches, or any other suitable measure). In this embodi-
ment, when a user presses the AFS button, noise sam-
ples are downloaded by the server in a similar way as
described above, but instead of performing a spectrum
analysis, a value for db/h is calculated under considera-
tion of the distances between the terminals 4 whereby
this value in db/h indicates the noise that the user 2 who
pressed the AFS button is supposed to receive from all
other terminals 4 in the room. The server 6 now evaluates
an average value in db/h from all noise samples instead
of the actual audio samples mentioned above. The user
2 or terminal 4 which can be assigned to the maximum
value is selected to be the disturbing noise source, and
will be informed according to the procedure outlined
above accordingly.
[0042] It is noted that both approaches outlined above

may also be combined so as to make the final algorithm
more robust. If the relative location, however, is not
known, for example, when users 2 use mobile devices
as terminals 4 and move around during work, then the
first approach is applicable only.
[0043] In a further embodiment, also a further button
may be provided, namely, a so-called "Am-I-annoying"
button (AIA button) which may be pressed by a user 2
so as to find out if he is considered to be a disturbing
noise source for the other users 2.
[0044] According to still a further embodiment, another
button may be provided, namely, a so-called "voting" but-
ton which may be used to express the individual or per-
sonal level of disturbance and which enables other users
2 to vote for a user 2 or terminal 4 being too loud and
thus disturbing. For example, in an open space work-
place as described above or in a library, a voting system
can be applied by logging into it first, and then every user
2 who is logged in will be able to anonymously submit a
number or another value indicating how much he or she
is annoyed or disturbed by the local background noise.
This user 2 also has to submit his location identifier in
order keep the system design simple. If the number of
votes exceeds, for example, a certain threshold value,
then a notification will be generated asking the disturbing
user 2 or terminal 4 for silence. If multiple people, e.g. in
a library, complain from a specific region, then the system
will inform with a written message or announcement the
group that is creating the noise and politely ask for si-
lence.
[0045] Fig. 4 shows a flowchart illustrating a further
embodiment of the method for reducing noise. In this
case, the scenario of an audio or video conference is
concerned, whereby the users 2 or participants are not
collocated and participate in the conference remotely. In
such a scenario, namely, during a conference that takes
place between parties or participants that are not collo-
cated, the system should also be able to detect the noise
generating parties or participants or users 2, respectively,
automatically and at the same time provide an AFS button
so as to perform the procedure describe above for de-
tecting the noise source and reducing or eliminating it as
outlined above.
[0046] Such an "ask4silence" function or system may
be integrated in a conference system as shown in Fig.
2, and should also be able to interact with it. For example,
if a group emitting disturbing noise is detected which is,
for example, not actually participating in the conference,
then this group or individual will also be informed, for
example, by means of e-mail, an announcement or an
SMS, even without revealing who exactly is complaining.
For example, a user 6 who is a passive participant in a
conference meeting may not be aware that he or she has
forgotten to unmute his terminal 4 so that he or she is
not aware of disturbing the conference. This results in
unintentionally introducing low level sounds which are
very annoying to the other participants of the conference
or users 2.
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[0047] According to the embodiment described below,
users 2 which represent disturbing noise or sound sourc-
es can be detected and informed accordingly so that the
other conference participants will be able to follow the
conversation undisturbed and therefore, more concen-
trated.
[0048] In the embodiment, a number of users 2 or par-
ticipants take part, either actively or passively, in a con-
ference which takes place in a virtual conference room.
If the users 2 are participating actively, basically the same
procedure as described above with respect to Fig. 3 will
be carried out, whereby the only difference is that the
users 2 are not staying in one and the same room, but
rather are located at different locations and for participat-
ing in the conference, will log into the communication
server 6 with a communication and collaboration appli-
cation remotely via a communication network 8 like the
Internet. For example, if a user 2 who feels disturbed by
noise presses the AFS button, then the recorded (back-
ground) noise samples are downloaded one-by-one and
are compared with the foreground noise, as outlined
above. If a noise spectrum analysis matches, then the
corresponding user 2 is notified and asked for silence.
[0049] In the case that a user 2 or a group of users
is/are passive participant/s of a conference and his or
her microphone of the terminal 4 used to participate may
inadvertently introduce low level sounds into the confer-
ence. In case of using a virtual meeting room and a cor-
responding communication and collaboration applica-
tion, the introduced noise may cause a profile picture of
the user 2 the terminal 4 of whom introduces the noise
to be shifted to the foreground in the virtual meeting room.
Thus, this user will be aware that he or she has forgotten
to mute his terminal 4. Additionally, according to another
embodiment, the profile picture may be marked with a
predetermined color so as to make it even more clear to
the user 2 who is inadvertently introducing noise that he
or she is a disturbing noise source in the conference.
[0050] In the following, the procedure shown in the
flowchart of Fig. 4 is briefly outlined. In a first step, S1, it
is verified which terminals are collocated. The terminals
may either be added manually to collocated groups or
individuals or automatically. If it is verified that one or
more users are collocated in one room, then in step S2
it is determined that they are participating in a conference.
In a further step S3, it is determined, if the users are
active participants in the conference, for example, par-
ticipants who currently are talking, or if they are passive,
i.e., at that point of time, they are only listening to the
taking person. In step S4 it determined that one or more
users are introducing (inadvertently) low level sounds,
detected by the microphones of the terminals used for
participating in the conference, thereby causing disturb-
ing noise. In step S5, the profile picture of the user on
the terminal which has been determined to produce low
level sounds is shifted to the foreground in the virtual
meeting room and/or is marked with a colour, thereby,
indicating to this user that he or she has forgotten to mute

his device or terminal, for example, after having spoken
previously. In step S6, an AFS button is presented, for
example, on a monitor or screen of the device or terminal
the respective particpants are using, as an icon. By press-
ing the AFS button, the participants may vote that a spe-
cific user or participant or his terminal is causing unde-
sired noise. In step S7, it is determined, if the votes ex-
ceed a predetermined threshold, and if this is the case,
the user or terminal on which the vote has been made is
muted automatically. Additionally, a notification may be
sent to that user.
[0051] If the procedure follows the alternative path
starting from step S1, then in a second step S8, there is
a waiting and information loop until one of the users will
press the AFS button. From here, there is an option to
either follow step S12 or directly step S9. In step S12,
the conference participants or users, either collocated or
not, are asked to vote on whether the microphone of the
user who pressed the AFS button in step S8 is introducing
noise. The other option is to follow step S9, in which the
sound or noise level or levels are calculated using the
microphones of the individual terminals of the users par-
ticipating in the conference. In the following step S10, it
is determined whether the noise level is above a certain
predetermined threshold value, or if the number of com-
plaints or votes from other users is above a certain thresh-
old value. Finally, if the threshold value is exceeded, then
a notification or an announcement is sent to the user or
his terminal identified to emit disturbing noise via e-mail,
SMS or the like.

Reference numerals

[0052]

1 open space workplace or room
2 user
3 desk
4 terminal
5 communication and collaboration platform
6 communication server
7 client
8 communication network
9 communication and collaboration system
10 recording means / microphone

Claims

1. Method for reducing noise in a workspace compris-
ing a plurality of terminals (4) connected to a server
(6) via a communication network (8), the method
comprising the steps of

- detecting a noise level present at at least one
of the plurality of terminals (4), which is above
a predetermined threshold value;
- identifying the at least one terminal (4) at which
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the noise level above the predetermined thresh-
old has been detected; and
- initiating a measure for reducing the noise lev-
el,

wherein detecting the noise level is achieved through
monitoring noise emitted from or in the vicinity of the
respective terminals (4) of the plurality of terminals,
by recording means (10) assigned to the respective
terminals (4) of the plurality of terminals.

2. Method according to claim 1, wherein the workspace
is given by the plurality of terminals (4) being located
in one common office room (1), or wherein the work-
space is a virtual workspace defined by at least some
of the terminals (4) of the plurality of terminals being
located in different locations.

3. Method according to claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the
terminals (4) of the plurality of terminals are compu-
ter devices, handheld devices, in particular, mobile
phone devices, or stationary telephone devices.

4. Method according to any one of claims 1 to 3, where-
in the step of detecting the noise level is started,
when a user (2) of the at least one terminal (4) has
logged into the communication network.

5. Method according to any one of the preceding
claims, wherein the step of monitoring comprises a
step of recording the noise for a predetermined pe-
riod of time, after it has been detected that the noise
level is above the predetermined threshold value.

6. Method according to any one of the preceding
claims, wherein the step of identifying the at least
one terminal (4) further comprises a step of sending
a notification to the server (6) comprising information
on the recording of noise from the at least one ter-
minal (4).

7. Method according to any one of the preceding
claims, wherein the recording means (10) for carry-
ing out the detection is a microphone respectively
associated with or integrated into each terminal (4)
of the plurality of terminals.

8. Method according to any one of the preceding
claims, wherein monitored noise is noise, in partic-
ular, background noise, emitted from a user (2) of a
respective terminal (4) of the plurality of terminals or
in the vicinity of the user (2), and/or the monitored
noise is noise emitted from the monitored terminal
(4) itself, in particular, from back-coupling effects.

9. Method according to any one of the preceding
claims, wherein the step of initiating measures for
reducing the noise level includes at least one of

- automatically muting the at least one terminal
(4) identified in the identifying step;
- sending a notification to the terminal (4) iden-
tified in the identifying step that a predetermined
noise level is exceeded and is to be reduced; and
- pressing a button, in particular, a button, in par-
ticular, an icon presented on a monitor of a ter-
minal of the plurality of terminals, which indi-
cates, at the terminal (4) identified in the identi-
fying step that a predetermined noise level is
exceeded and is to be reduced.

10. Method according to any one of the preceding
claims, wherein the server collects noise level data
of all terminals (4) of the plurality of terminals which
are logged into the communication network (8) as
sample data.

11. Method according to any one of the preceding
claims, wherein the method further comprises pro-
viding a button at each terminal (4) of the plurality of
terminals which, when activated, triggers the step of
detecting the noise level at the other terminals (4) of
the plurality of terminals, wherein when the button is
activated at at least one terminal (4) of the plurality
of terminals, the method further comprises a step of
transmitting a location identification from that termi-
nal (4).

12. Method according to the preceding claim, wherein
the step of monitoring further comprises a step of
analyzing the noise levels at or in the vicinity of the
terminals (4) of the plurality of terminals, wherein the
analyzing step comprises the step of

- carrying out a spectrum analysis of background
noise at the terminal (4), at which the step of
detecting the noise level has been triggered,

and wherein the predetermined threshold value is
based on a configurable percentage above an aver-
age noise level of a period of time detected and mon-
itored over a previous period of time.

13. Method according to any one of claims 2 to 12,
wherein the server (6) in the virtual workspace com-
prises an application for performing an Internet-
based video and/or audio conference with a plurality
of participants or users (2) using terminals (4) at least
some of which are not collocated.

14. System for carrying out the method according to the
preceding claims, wherein the system comprises a
plurality of terminals (4) connectable to a server (6)
via a communication network (8), and further com-
prises

- detection means for detecting a noise level at
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at least one of the plurality of terminals (4), which
is above a predetermined threshold value;
- identification means for identifying the at least
one terminal (4) at which an increased noise lev-
el has been detected;
- initiation means for initiating measures for re-
ducing the noise level, and
- monitoring means for continuously monitoring
noise emitted from or in the vicinity of the re-
spective terminals (4) of the plurality of terminals
by recording means (10) assigned to the respec-
tive terminals (4) of the plurality of terminals.

15. Server (6), to which a plurality of terminals (4) are
connectable via a communication network (8), the
server (6) comprising

- controlling means for controlling the plurality
of terminals (4) to detect noise level which is
above a predetermined threshold value;
- identification means for identifying the at least
one terminal (4) at which an increased noise lev-
el has been detected;
- initiation means for initiating measures for re-
ducing the noise level, and
- monitoring means for continuously monitoring
noise emitted from or in the vicinity of the re-
spective terminals (4) of the plurality of terminals
by recording means (10) assigned to the respec-
tive terminals (4) of the plurality of terminals.
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